Speedfest 2022 brought in unrivaled number of spectators with record breaking flights

Spring 2022 Senior Design Expo

Teaching that engineering is everywhere; 2022 STEM summer camps
2021 international cohort graduate visits OSU campus for first time

28 CEAT students receive the Professionally Engineering the Future Scholarship

Connor Allen — Chemical Engineering
Jason Aquino — Electrical Engineering
Ethan Biederstein — Aerospace Engineering
Kylor Bridenstine — Aerospace Engineering
Bryce Brown — Mechanical Engineering
Isabella Cook — Computer Engineering
Marshall Cook — Mechanical Engineering
Brandon Craig — Mechanical Engineering
Madison Eulberg — Electrical Engineering
Tione Fultz — Chemical Engineering
Kennerly Holloway — Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Dominique Keller — Civil Engineering
Michael Lopez — Civil Engineering
Zab McCollum — Electrical Engineering

Lauren Millis — Industrial Engineering and Management
Hagen Patterson — Computer Engineering
Elam Pebworth — Aerospace Engineering
Zachary Pennington — Mechanical Engineering
Peyton Pierson — Aerospace Engineering
Christopher Ruggeri — Mechanical Engineering
Kai Smith — Civil Engineering
Seth Stone — Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Emily Taber — Aerospace Engineering
Remington Ward — Computer Engineering
Skyler Waters — Architectural Engineering
Kenya Williams — Mechanical Engineering
Technology

Glens mark graduation milestone with gift to School of Architecture

Trinity Marks

Oklahoma State University Teams Place at AIAA Student Conference
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Two MAE students receive scholarship from the Department of Defense

Connor Allen and Elam Pebworth

Fire Protection Publications director Craig Hannan elected NAC Chairman

OSU alumnus Steven B. Gray elected to the Board of Directors of the American Society of Safety Professionals

Glenns mark graduation milestone with gift to School of Architecture

Trinity Marks

Fire Protection Publications director Craig Hannan elected NAC Chairman

OSU alumnus Steven B. Gray elected to the Board of Directors of the American Society of Safety Professionals

PBS Viewpoints Oklahoma State School of Architecture

Tom Spector
OSU researchers tackling problem of harmful algae blooms

USRI and IGEHM join forces to battle ongoing issue

OSU symposiums showcase undergraduate students’ research

Oklahoma’s Engineer Shortage

2022 CEAT DEI Awards Banquet
OSU STARS in CEAT

Each month, OSU’s Staff Advisory Council recognizes OSU’s STARS. The STARS award is given to recognize OSU staff members who make a difference.

If you know someone you think is a STAR for the work they do, you can nominate them here!

Brandy Mays
Manager of Outreach Education
CEAT Professional Development

Brandy is always positive and takes everything in stride. She makes all of her employees feel special!

Cindy Rice
Administrative Assistant
Assistant Dean of Engineering Extension

Cindy is the epitome of a dedicated staff member. She is involved in coordinating and supporting so many different schedules, events, and organizations across campus, and she always has a positive and optimistic demeanor. Especially during the challenges in the past few months due to the pandemic, Cindy has expertly adapted and accomplished her duties with continued success. She is also just a great person to interact with each day. Cindy is a very humble professional, and I think it would be great if we could show her that her hard work and dedication is noticed and appreciated.

Jana Snow
Spclt Bus Ops
School of Civil & Environmental Engineering

As a new employee of the University, Jana has been instrumental in my success in this organization. She is a perfect example of the college’s core values and behaviors by showing initiative in all tasks at hand; she is dependable and reliable and trustworthy, Jana is the best listener and communicates the expectations of the organization and university clearly and concisely, her engagement in the organization and employees, and their success, are far above what is to be expected, and her interpersonal skills validate why she is someone who I can trust and believe in.

Congratulations to all the CEAT faculty, staff and students who received awards this year!

Excellent Teacher Award
Majunath Kamath

Excellent Faculty Award
Craig Bradshaw

Excellent Scholar Award
Shuodao Wang

Outstanding Performance Award
Wendy Hall
Jeff Hopper
Pam Reynolds
Asa Tarrant

Dean’s Leadership Excellence Award
Dan Fisher

Game Changer Award
(Special Award from Executive Council)
Randy Seitsinger

Outstanding Team Achievement Award
CEAT Student Services

Engineering Extension Excellence Award
Cody Wehr

Outstanding Academic Advisor
David Bennett

St. Patrick’s Awards (Student Council given award.)
Aarushi Singh
Charlie Guyer

Sam Koscelny
Carson Elmore
Taylor Stoll

Student Council Member of the Year (Student Council given award.)
Lela Merkle

Outstanding Graduate Students
Peyman Nematzadeh (BAE)
Bertan Ozdogru (CHE)
Madelyn Shaw (CIVE)
Lisa Weir (DET)
Zhidong Su (ECE)
Zhangyue Shi (IEM)
Shady Ahmed (MAE)

Dean’s Overall Outstanding Graduate Student
Shady Ahmed (MAE)

Outstanding Senior Students
Addison Hellier (ARCH)
Kaitlyn Lane (BAE)
Jacob Lewellen (CHE)
Sidney Shellhammer (CIVE)
Brock Burchel (DET)
Collin Thornton (ECE)
Sam Koscelny (IEM)
Joel Quarnstrom (MAE)

Dean’s Overall Outstanding Senior Student
Jacob Lewellen (CHE)